Abstract-A reanalysis of NEAR X-ray/gamma-ray spectrometer (XGRS) data provides robust evidence that the elemental composition of the near-Earth asteroid 433 Eros is consistent with the L and LL ordinary chondrites. These results facilitated the use of the gamma-ray measurements to produce the first in situ measurement of hydrogen concentrations on an asteroid. The measured value, 1100 þ1600 À700 ppm, is consistent with hydrogen concentrations measured in L and LL chondrite meteorite falls. Gamma-ray derived abundances of hydrogen and potassium show no evidence for depletion of volatiles relative to ordinary chondrites, suggesting that the sulfur depletion observed in X-ray data is a surficial effect, consistent with a space-weathering origin. The newfound agreement between the X-ray, gamma-ray, and spectral data suggests that the NEAR landing site, a ponded regolith deposit, has an elemental composition that is indistinguishable from the mean surface. This observation argues against a pond formation process that segregates metals from silicates, and instead suggests that the differences observed in reflectance spectra between the ponds and bulk Eros are due to grain size differences resulting from granular sorting of ponded material.
INTRODUCTION
Meteorites provide a repository of primitive solar system material for laboratory analyses on Earth. The insights gained from these investigations shed light on the physical and chemical conditions that prevailed during the era of planetary formation. Of particular importance are the ordinary chondrites (OCs), the most common (79.9%) meteorite fall (Keil et al. 1994 ) and a frequently used chemical analog for the material that accreted to form the terrestrial planets. Differences in O isotopic ratios between the three OC groups, the H (high Fe), L (low Fe), and LL (low Fe, low metal) chondrites, indicate that they originated from at least three distinct parent bodies (Clayton 1993) . Considerable efforts have been devoted to identifying these parent bodies in an attempt to provide context for OC meteorite analyses. These efforts include spacecraftbased observations that carry out detailed investigations that are not possible from Earth.
The first mission dedicated to studying an asteroid was the Near-Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) project. A major goal of NEAR was to characterize the elemental and mineralogical composition of its target, the near-Earth asteroid 433 Eros, well enough to determine if it is related to any known meteorite type (Cheng et al. 1997) . Specifically, the NEAR project sought to investigate the link between the OCs, the most common meteorites, and the S-type (stony) asteroids, the most common near-Earth asteroid spectral type. NEAR orbited Eros, a 33 9 13 9 13 km S-type asteroid, for one Earth year, after which time the spacecraft landed on the surface. NEAR operated for 2 weeks at its landing site, where it carried out the first in situ measurements from the surface of an asteroid.
NEAR measurements were successful in relating the composition of Eros to the OCs; however, conflicting results from the multi-spectral imager (MSI), near-infrared spectrometer (NSI), and the X-ray/ gamma-ray spectrometer (XGRS) prohibited further classification among the LL, L, and H groups . We have revisited the NEAR XGRS measurements with the benefit of improved detector response information; updated radiation transport modeling; and insights gained from the analysis of gamma-ray, neutron, and X-ray data sets from the MESSENGER mission to Mercury (Solomon et al. 2007 ). Our results include revised major element abundances and the first in situ measurement of hydrogen on an asteroid. These new constraints rule out a link between Eros and the H chondrites, and provide compelling evidence that the surface composition of Eros is consistent with the L and LL chondrites.
NEAR X-RAY/GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER
The NEAR spacecraft carried an XGRS for measuring the elemental composition of the surface of Eros (Goldsten et al. 1997) . Although it was classified as a single instrument, XGRS was in practice two distinct subsystems-an X-ray spectrometer (XRS) and a gamma-ray spectrometer (GRS). The XRS subsystem measured characteristic X-ray emission from the elements Mg, Al, Si, S, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni Nittler et al. 2001; Foley et al. 2006; Lim and Nittler 2009 ). XRS-derived abundances for these elements indicated that Eros had an OC-like surface composition, but with depleted S content likely due to the loss of moderately volatile elements resulting from space-weathering processes (Kracher and Sears 2005) . Fe measurements were consistent with the H chondrites, whereas minor element measurements suggested an LL-chondrite-like composition.
The GRS subsystem was designed to measure element-characteristic gamma-ray emission from Eros resulting from the excitation of nuclei by surfaceincident galactic cosmic rays (Goldsten et al. 1997) . The GRS failed to measure a significant signal from Eros while NEAR was in orbit . Measurements taken on the surface were used to characterize O, Mg, Si, K, and Fe abundances at the landing site . Those values indicated a surface composition that was generally consistent with the OCs, although the Fe/O ratio was a factor of 2-5 lower than expected. That observation led Evans et al. (2001) to suggest that the NEAR landing site might not be representative of the overall surface composition of Eros. This was notionally supported by the fact that NEAR landed in a ponded regolith deposit , material that was hypothesized to be subject to metal/silicate fractionation via nonuniform sorting of regolith grains .
REVISITING THE GRS SURFACE MEASUREMENTS Detector Response
The GRS subsystem consisted of a NaI sensor surrounded by a Bismuth Germanate (BGO) anticoincidence shield (ACS) for background rejection (Goldsten et al. 1997 ). The BGO ACS, which surrounded the NaI sensor on all but the asteroid-facing side, was used to veto spacecraft-originating gamma-ray backgrounds while allowing Eros-originating gammaray signals to pass unimpeded through the ACS boresight to the NaI sensor. The boresight provided ã 50°full-width half-maximum aperture. Ground-based instrument calibrations were only carried out for the small detector incidence angles (<40°) expected during orbital measurements , and the NaI detector response at larger angles was modeled using Monte Carlo simulations.
Following the landing of the NEAR spacecraft, the GRS was located just centimeters from the surface with an angle between the instrument boresight and the surface-perpendicular vector of 18°. In this geometry, gamma-ray signals originated from angles ≤108°, a range that is much larger than that characterized during the ground calibration campaign . In this orientation the asteroid filled the entire FOV of the NaI sensor and~2p (50%) of the ACS field of view, placing the ACS in a suitable measurement geometry to also provide useful data. The larger size, higher gammaray detection efficiency, and largely unobscured view of the surface afforded by the ACS provide excellent measurements of gamma-ray emission from the surface of Eros. Additionally, the NaI measurements were compromised by neutron activation of 128 I in the detector, whose beta decay produced a low-energy (<2 MeV) continuum that lowered the signal-tobackground for many lines of interest . For these reasons, we chose to focus our reanalysis efforts on the ACS measurements.
The gamma-ray detection efficiency for the GRS is both energy and incidence-angle dependent . As no detector efficiency information has been published for the ACS, the use of this data set required the development of a detector response model for the surface measurement geometry. This began with the creation of a GEANT4 (Agostinelli 2003) radiation transport model of the NEAR GRS. GEANT4 was chosen due to its recent use modeling the MESSENGER GRS detector response, where it successfully reproduced the measured response over a wide range of gamma-ray energies (300 keV-10 MeV) and incidence angles to within 5% of ground-based calibration measurements . The modeled NEAR GRS detector response was benchmarked using new detector efficiency measurements carried out with the NEAR GRS engineering model. The new measurements included a range of incidence angles (0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°) and energies (340, 569, 661, 834, 1067, 1173, 1332, and 1770 keV) , providing a robust verification of the GEANT4 model. The model was then used to reproduce the exact geometry of the surface measurement, and to extend the efficiency characterization to energies >2000 keV, which were not included in the calibration campaign.
Spectral Analysis
Elemental abundance information is derived from the summed gamma-ray spectra shown in Fig. 1 . The gamma-ray signatures of interest are the peaks located at 846 keV (Fe), 1369 keV (Mg), 1778 keV (Si), 6129 keV (O), and the unresolved doublet consisting of the 7631-and 7646-keV Fe peaks, hereafter referred to as the 7638-keV peak. With the exception of the 7638-keV Fe peak, each signature originates from neutron inelastic-scattering reactions. In this process, a nucleus-incident neutron transfers some of its energy to the nucleus, which temporarily enters an excited state prior to returning to its ground state via the emission of an element-characteristic gamma ray. The 7638-keV peak originates from neutron-capture reactions, whereby the incident neutron is absorbed by the nucleus ( 56 Fe) to create a new isotope ( 57 Fe), which subsequently decays to its ground state via the emission of elementcharacteristic gamma rays. The distinctions between these two gamma-ray production processes are important during the derivation of elemental weight ratios from the ACS measurements.
For this analysis, we use the summed ACS spectra acquired on the surface of Eros and during the 50-km altitude orbits. The orbit spectrum, which showed no evidence for Eros-originating gamma-ray signatures , is used to characterize spacecraftoriginating backgrounds following procedures developed during the reduction of MESSENGER GRS data Peplowski et al. 2012) . Peak areas are derived from each spectrum, and those values are subsequently corrected for the measurement time to produce our measured count rates for each signature (Table 1) . The spectral analysis techniques differed depending on the peak of interest. The 846-keV peak areas were determined by fitting a polynomial to the gamma-ray continuum, subtracting it from the spectrum, and summing the residual counts within the peak region of interest. The remaining peaks (1369, 1778, 6129, and 7638 keV) required full spectral fitting to isolate the peaks of interest from neighboring, partially overlapping signals. For example, the 6-8 MeV spectral region required fitting of 6129-keV O, 6419-keV Ti, 6917-+ 7117-keV O, and 7638-keV Fe photopeaks along with their first and second escape peaks. Escape peaks, which are found at the full peak energy minus 511 or 1022 keV, result from the escape of annihilation photons from the detector. We left the escape peak fractions (relative to photopeaks) as fitted parameters, finding a probability of 26% for single (511 keV) escape and 4% for double (1022 keV) escape peaks. These values are consistent with results from the GEANT4 simulations.
Background Corrections
The fitted peak areas are dominated by our signals of interest; however, there are contributions from unresolved signatures for each peak. This complication arises from the poor energy resolution of the ACS, which is insufficient to completely resolve the gammaray peaks of interest. For instance, the 1778-keV Si peak includes contributions from the unresolved 1809-keV peak, a common detector background signal originating from galactic cosmic-ray excitation and production of Mg. Radiation transporting modeling of gamma-ray production (see the Deriving Elemental Fig. 1 . NEAR Gamma-Ray Spectrometer measurements acquired by the BGO anticoincidence shield on the surface of Eros (black) and during the 50-km orbit (gray). The lack of a signal from Eros during the 50-km orbit facilitates the use of that measurement as a stand-in for the spacecraft backgrounds. Gamma-ray peaks of interest are labeled. Those in gray were not used to derive elemental composition information for Eros for this study. BG is a spacecraft background of unknown origin.
Abundance Information section for additional details) was used to estimate the contributions of unresolved background signals to our measured peak areas. Our modeled gamma-ray spectra were used to estimate the fraction of each ACS peak that does not originate from the element of interest. This fraction was multiplied by the measured surface count rates to produce an estimated background rate (Table 1) , a value that includes an estimate of the statistical uncertainties of the models.
In the case of the 6129-keV O peak, the dominant backgrounds originate from unresolved 5920-and 6018-keV Fe neutron-capture peaks. Instead of relying on the gamma-ray production simulations, we calculate these backgrounds by scaling the measured 7638-keV Fe doublet peak area by the known differences in the intensities (I) of these gamma rays and the relative detector efficiency at the relevant energies as
where the I values for the 5920-, 6018-, 7631-, and 7646-keV Fe gamma-rays are 8.8, 9.1, 26.6, and 22.9, respectively (Reedy and Frankle 2002) , the detector efficiency values (e) at 6100 and 7600 keV are 0.24 and 0.21 (Table 1) , and the surface Fe gamma-ray count rate for the 7638-keV doublet (C 7638 ) of 0.99 AE 0.04 counts sec À1 (cps; Table 1 ). There is an additional source of background that must be removed from the 6129 keV O surface measurement. It is due to Eros-originating neutron excitation of the ACS itself. The ACS is composed of BGO (Bi 4 Ge 3 O 12 ), which has an O number fraction of 0.63. These O nuclei, like those within the surface of Eros, are subject to excitation by high-energy (fast) neutrons and subsequent 6129-keV gamma-ray emission. This background was observed in space, where we measured the 6129-keV count rate to be 0.067 AE 0.002 cps ( Table 1 ). The fast neutron flux present on Eros' surface is significantly larger than that experienced in free space (e.g., the 50 km orbits), therefore the 6129-keV background in the detector will be higher on the surface than in the 50-km orbit.
While radiation transport modeling offers a means of simulating the increase in the 6129-keV background from orbit to the surface measurements, we instead turn to flight data acquired by the MESSENGER neutron spectrometer (MNS; Goldsten et al. 2007 ). MESSENGER orbits Mercury in a highly elliptical orbit (Solomon et al. 2007) , therefore the MNS data provide a means of characterizing fast neutron fluxes as a function of distance from a planetary body. The MNS is a spacecraft-mounted instrument, like the NEAR ACS, and therefore to first order it samples a similar background and signal environment. The MNS-derived fast neutron count rate at high altitudes, equivalent to the NEAR 50-km orbit, is~2 cps. MNS data, with background subtracted and plotted as a function of solid angle (Lawrence et al. 2013) , are used to estimate a signal at the surface of 14 AE 1 cps. Note that MNS measurements went to altitudes of 200 km (solid angle = 31% of 4p) and we have extrapolated to a surface measurement (solid angle = 50% of 4p). The MNS data lead to an estimate of the relative increase in the fast neutron flux from high altitudes to the surface of ([14 AE 1] + 2)/2 = 7.5 AE 0.5. We scale our 50-km orbit 6129-keV count rate by this increase in the fast neutron flux to estimate the ACS background at the surface to be 0.51 AE 0.04 cps. Although this estimate relies on the assumption that the MESSENGER and NEAR neutron fluxes are comparable, we find that our Table 1 . Eros-originating gamma-ray count rates (C E ) for each gamma-ray signature of interest are derived from fitted peak and background estimates listed in Table 1 as
where C S is the measured count rate at the surface, C B is estimated background rate, and C O is the orbital count rate. C O values, which are attributed to galactic cosmic-ray (GCR) excitation of spacecraft materials, are divided by two to account for the fact that half of the spacecraft-incident GCR flux is blocked while the spacecraft is on the surface relative to the orbital flux.
C E values and 1 SD statistical errors for each gammaray peak of interest are reported in Table 1 .
Deriving Elemental Abundance Information
The C E values for each peak are converted to photon ratios at the detector (R c ) as:
where Ec 1 and Ec 2 are the energies of the gamma rays of interest and e is the energy dependent detection efficiency for each gamma ray. For instance, the Fe/Si photon ratio is calculated by dividing the count rate of the 846-keV Fe peak, C E (846), by the count rate for the 1778-keV Si peak, C E (1778), and multiplying by the inverse of the ratio of their detection efficiencies (e[846]/ e[1778]) À1 to correct for the relative difference in the detection efficiency for these two signals. e values and Eros-originating gamma-ray count rates are listed in Table 1 . Photon ratios of interest are listed in Table 2 .
Photon ratios are converted to abundance ratios using conversions derived from radiation transport modeling of GCR-induced gamma-ray production in planetary surfaces. We use the radiation transport modeling code MCNPX (Pelowitz 2005) due to its successful application to previous gamma-ray analyses, including those from the Lunar Prospector (Prettyman et al. 2006) , Mars Odyssey (Kim et al. 2006) , MESSENGER , and Dawn (Prettyman et al. 2012) missions. MCNPX-modeled neutron fluxes N n (E n ) are used in conjunction with the gamma-ray production cross sections r(E n ) of Kim et al. (2006) to derive photon ratios as a function of elemental abundances as:
where Y(E c ) is the gamma-ray flux for a gamma ray with energy E c , E n is the neutron energy, v is the molar fraction for the element of interest, and A(E c ) is the energy dependent probability that a gamma ray with energy E c will escape the regolith unscattered and be available, at its full energy, for detection by the ACS.
A(E c ) values were calculated using the photon cross section database of Berger et al. (1987) . R c values were calculated for a diverse range of planetary materials, including Apollo 11 and 16 soils and regolith breccias (Haskin and Warren 1991) , achondrite meteorites from Mars (Shergotty) and Vesta (Sierra de Mag e), OCs (H, L, and LL), a high-Fe enstatite (EH) chondrite, and a CH carbonaceous chondrite (Lodders and Fegley 1998) . These R c values, which are plotted as a function of elemental weight ratios in Fig. 2 , were used to derive linear relationships that provided the conversion used to produce the elemental weight ratios from our measured photon ratios. Our reported weight ratios, listed in Table 2 , include the 2 SD statistical and systematic uncertainties. In addition to the previously cited systematic uncertainties, the reported values include uncertainties associated with the modeled detector response as well as the photon ratio to abundance ratio conversions. The abundance conversions have an estimated uncertainty of 10% on the basis of the input gamma-ray production cross sections and by comparison to the conversion of Evans et al. (2001) . The detector response uncertainties are energy dependent, with widely separated (>2000 keV) peaks being assigned an uncertainty of 10%, and 5% for ratios involving peaks closer in energy. These values were informed by the precision of the simulations used to derive the detector response.
RESULTS

Major Element Measurements
We use the NEAR GRS-derived elemental weight ratios to investigate the relationship between Eros and meteorites. Meteorite compositions are derived from the database of Nittler et al. (2004) . We apply a single filter to the Nittler et al. (2004) values, in which we restrict our comparisons to database entries for which the total elemental composition of the respective meteorite sums to within 1% of 100%, meaning we discard measurements that only quantified a subset of the bulk composition.
The remaining~700 meteorite compositions are plotted in Figs. 3-5. The NEAR measurements, taken from Table 2 , are shown as ellipses centered at our measured weight ratios and whose widths represent the 2 SD statistical and systematic uncertainties of the measurements.
Our Mg/Si versus Fe/Si (Fig. 3) and Fe/Si versus Fe/O (Fig. 4) Photon ratios include 2 SD statistical errors and systematic errors resulting from Equation 3. Abundance ratios include these errors, along with additional systematic uncertainties introduced during the conversion from photon ratio to composition ratio.
c NaI events without a coincident (background) event in the BGO detector.
d NaI events in coincidence with a single 511-keV escape gamma ray in the BGO detector.
e NaI events in coincidence with both 511-keV escape gamma rays in the BGO detector.
f Note that photon ratios derived from BGO measurements are not directly comparable to those from the NaI, due to the different responses of the detectors. Abundance ratios are comparable for all columns. g Calculated using an assumed hydrogen concentration of 500 ppm, consistent with L-and LL-chondrite falls as well as the hydrogen abundance derived from the Fe photon ratio. Fig. 5 , and its close agreement with the OC data cloud, which is centered at Si/O~0.48 and Mg/O~0.41, is taken as supporting evidence that our data reduction and background corrections are valid. The agreement between our Fe/O measurements and the Obackground-free NaI-AC Fe/O measurement of Evans et al. (2001) also supports this conclusion (see Table 2 ). 
Hydrogen Abundance
Gamma-ray spectroscopy is typically used to characterize hydrogen abundances via measurements of the 2223-keV neutron-capture gamma ray (e.g., Boynton et al. 2002) . This signature usually requires hydrogen concentrations of~0.5 wt% or higher in order to be detectable. Lower hydrogen abundances are typically characterized via neutron spectroscopy (e.g., Feldman et al. 1998a Feldman et al. , 2002 Prettyman et al. 2012; Lawrence et al. 2013) . NEAR is the only recent spacecraft mission to include a gamma-ray spectrometer but not a neutron spectrometer, and as a result making hydrogen abundance measurements on Eros is difficult given the expected <0.5 wt% hydrogen content of the regolith. Evans and Squyres (1987) proposed an alternative method for deriving hydrogen concentrations from gamma-ray measurements that is sensitive to low hydrogen concentrations. This technique relies on the fact that there are two reaction mechanisms for producing gamma rays from stable elements. The first mechanism, neutron capture, is most probable with low-energy (<~0.1 eV) neutrons, and as a result neutron-capture gamma-ray fluxes sample the low-energy neutron flux at Eros' surface. The second mechanism, neutron inelastic scattering, requires neutron energies of order 1 MeV or greater for the reaction to occur. As a result, comparisons of neutron-capture-and inelastic-scattering-induced gamma rays provide indirect information on the surface neutron flux. Because the NEAR ACS measurements provide an estimate of Fe photon count rates from both the 846-keV peak resulting from inelastic reactions and the 7638-keV peak resulting from capture reactions, we can apply the Evans and Squyres (1987) methodology to the NEAR data set. While the use of a single element for this study was not strictly necessary, it largely removes any dependence on surface composition, further simplifying the use of these photon ratios to derive hydrogen concentrations for the surface.
Relating our Fe photon ratio to hydrogen content requires the use of our radiation transport models. We produced MCNPX models of the Fe photon ratio for various meteorite compositions, which are plotted versus the macroscopic neutron absorption cross section (Σ a ) in Fig. 6 . Σ a is a measure of the neutron absorption capacity of the near-surface material (e.g., Feldman et al. 1998b; Elphic et al. 2002) . Neutron absorbers also modify the Fe gamma-ray ratio by reducing the lowenergy neutron flux; therefore, this parameter cannot be neglected. The simulations began with laboratory measured elemental compositions for the selected materials, modified to set the hydrogen content to 10 ppm. Subsequent simulations used hydrogen concentrations that were incrementally increased from 10 ppm to 3 wt%. The resulting trend, that for any given meteorite composition the photon flux decreases with increasing hydrogen content, is shown in Fig. 6 . This phenomenon is straightforward to understand; increasing hydrogen concentrations moderate more high-energy neutrons to low energies, increasing the availability of neutrons for capture reactions relative to inelastic-scattering reactions and thereby lowering the photon ratio. For any given contour of constant hydrogen, the photon ratio generally increases with increasing Σ a , reflecting the suppression of the neutroncapture Fe gamma ray due to reduced availability of low-energy neutrons resulting from neutron absorption within the regolith.
The model highlights the fact that, to derive hydrogen concentrations, both the Fe photon ratio and Σ a value of the regolith must be known. Given that our major element weight ratios strongly support an L-or LL-chondrite-like surface composition for Eros (see Figs. 3 and 4) , we use the Nittler et al. (2004) meteorite database to calculate the mean Σ a value for L and LL chondrites for use in this analysis. The resulting mean, Σ a = 89 9 10 À4 cm 2 g À1 , and its 2 SD, 11 9 10 À4 cm 2 g À1 , are combined with our measured photon ratio and its 2 SD uncertainty, 0.68 AE 0.11, to form the error ellipse plotted in Fig. 6 . In the context of the model, our measurement lies on the 1100 ppm hydrogen contour, and is fully bounded by hydrogen contours with 400 to 2700 ppm, leading to our reported hydrogen abundance of 1100 þ1600 À700 ppm. We used the OC chemical measurements of Jarosewich (1990) , included in the Nittler et al. (2004) database, to compare our measurement to laboratory derived hydrogen abundances for the L and LL chondrites. This comparison is restricted to considering meteorite falls, which are quickly retrieved samples that are the least likely to contain terrestrial contamination. For LL chondrites, 12 meteorites were used to produce a mean and SD hydrogen concentration of 734 AE 754 ppm. Similarly, 52 L chondrite analyses were used to derive a mean and SD value of 467 AE 464 ppm hydrogen. Figure 7 provides a histogram of these hydrogen values for comparison to the NEAR GRS hydrogen measurement. Our hydrogen abundance is consistent with those of the L and LL chondrites; however, we note that the allowed ranges for both the meteorites and Eros are large and allow for the possibility that the meteorites are depleted in hydrogen relative to Eros.
Eros' measured hydrogen concentration is significantly larger than that found in the lunar highlands, as inferred from the analyses of Apollo 16 samples (~10-110 ppm; Haskin and Warren 1991) and orbital neutron spectroscopy (~20-160 ppm; Lawrence et al. 2014) . These hydrogen concentrations are generally attributed to the gradual accumulation of hydrogen via solar-wind implantation over age of the highlands (~4.6 Gyr), a process that should operate similarly on near-Earth asteroids given their similar solar-wind environments. The lunar case therefore provides a benchmark for the total hydrogen accumulation that can be expected from the solar wind, and the significantly higher concentrations found on Eros are likely due to Eros' precursor materials having a higher hydrogen content than the material that accreted to form the Moon.
Comparisons to Previous Investigations
A summary of elemental abundance ratios derived in this study is shown in Table 2 , which also includes relevant results from the prior NEAR GRS analysis of Evans et al. (2001) . Direct comparisons between the two data sets are complicated by the lack of detailed uncertainties for the Evans et al. (2001) results; however, those authors estimated total uncertainties of 40%. A number of observations are made during the comparison of these results:
Our Fe/Si and Mg/Si abundance ratios agree with those of Evans et al. (2001) within the quoted errors of both analyses.
Our Fe/O ratios, derived using both the 846-and 7638-keV Fe peaks, are consistent with the Evans et al. (2001) NaI-derived values, but not their BGOderived value. Our Fe photon ratio (0.68 AE 0.22) is significantly lower than that of Evans et al. (2001) , whose value of 2.9 is unphysical on the basis of our gamma-ray production modeling (Fig. 6) . We consider our 846-keV derived Fe/O abundance ratio to be more robust than 7638-keV-derived values, as it avoids the issue of neutron moderating elements altering the low-energy neutron flux relative to the highenergy neutron flux. The importance of this is shown in Fig. 8 , which illustrates the composition-and hydrogendependent relationship between the Fe/O photon ratio and abundance ratio. Unlike the photon versus abundance ratios of Fig. 2 , which are for neutron inelastic-scattering reactions only, Fig. 8 describes a mixed ratio based on both an inelastic scattering and a neutron-capture reaction. The resulting relationships are nonlinear, unlike those shown in Fig 2, and highlight the difficulties associated with using the 7638-keV Fe gamma ray to derive Fe/O. Additionally, Fig. 8 shows that this relationship is sensitive to the hydrogen content of the soil. In the absence of a hydrogen measurement, Evans et al. (2001) assumed a hydrogen concentration of 50 ppm, which we now know to be well below the actual value of the regolith. The 846-keV Fe signature, which is largely independent of the hydrogen content of the regolith and has a linear Fe/O photon versus abundance ratio, is a less problematic measure for deriving Fe/O weight ratios.
Another likely difference between the Fe/O weight ratio reported here and that of Evans et al. (2001) is the treatment of the 6129-keV O backgrounds. We found that the dominant background to the O gamma-ray peak was intrinsic to the ACS, and therefore by definition this background would be efficiently rejected from the NaI anticoincidence and escape-peak spectra. It is therefore not surprising that the Evans et al. (2001) NaI-derived Fe/O result agrees with our measurement, but that their BGO measurement does not. Because Evans et al. (2001) averaged their four Fe/O measurements, their reported Fe/O abundance was lowered by the BGO measurement, contributing to their finding of a subchondritic value.
Finally, the large differences in the Fe photon flux ratios, which utilized the lowest-and highest-energy gamma-ray peaks reported from NEAR GRS analyses, suggests that the energy-dependent detector response model of Evans et al. (2001) may have been inadequate for comparing widely separated gamma-ray signatures. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the detector response in the landed geometry was not subject to ground calibrations prior to launch and was instead determined from modeling. The impact of a poor detector response model on derived elemental weight ratios varies as a function of the energy difference between the gamma-ray peaks used for each ratio, and in fact for peaks close together in energy we find general agreement with Evans et al. (2001) . While the Evans et al. (2001) Fe photon ratio is unphysical on the basis of our modeling, their reported Si photon ratio is allowed by our models. The Si photon ratio used the 1779-and 3539-keV photons, which are much closer in energy and less subject to error resulting from the detector response. We do not report a Si photon ratio because the 3539-keV signature was not observed in the ACS spectra.
REVISITING THE XRS FE/SI MEASUREMENTS
Fe/Si measurements are of particular interest given that Fe is among the most diagnostic elements for discriminating among the H, L, and LL chondrites (see Figs. 3 and 4) . The XRS-derived Fe/Si value (1.7 AE 0.3) indicated an H-chondrite-like composition (Lim and Nittler 2009 ), inconsistent with the revised GRS measurements (Table 2 ) and the interpretation of MSI/ NIS spectra. Okada (2004) suggested that the XRS measurements were compromised by a phase-angle effect, whereby microscopic roughness of the uppermost layer of the regolith alters the measured X-ray emission of the surface at large phase angles. Okada (2004) estimated the magnitude of this effect and concluded that Eros most likely has a lower Fe/Si abundance than previously reported, more consistent with an L-or LLchondrite-like value. As the phase-angle effect is energy dependent, it was not expected to affect other major element abundances reported from XRS measurements. Lim and Nittler (2009) attempted to demonstrate and correct this phase-angle effect by defining a path-length parameter that sampled geometric effects. The limited number of measurements and their large errors led them to erroneously conclude that measurement geometry was not influencing the measured Fe/Si abundances. Final confirmation that phase-angle corrections are indeed necessary for deriving Fe/Si abundances came from MESSENGER XRS measurements, which showed a large variation in derived Fe/Si abundances (~0.02 to~0.09) that are clearly correlated with phase angle (Weider et al. 2014) . We therefore conclude that the uncorrected NEAR XRS Fe/Si measurements are not valid constraints on the surface composition of Eros. The most stringent constraints from the XRS therefore come from the minor element analyses of Foley et al. (2006) . That analysis found Cr/Fe, Mn/Fe, and Ni/Fe abundances similar to L and LL chondrites, but not H chondrites. The Cr/Fe measurement is particularly robust, given that it is less susceptible to errors in solar modeling and the geometric effects described by Okada (2004) . The Cr/Fe measurement was exclusively consistent with the L and LL chondrites. 
DISCUSSION Associating Eros with the L and LL Chondrites
The elemental weight ratios reported here rule out achondrite-, carbonaceous-chondrite-, H-chondrite-, and EH-chondrite-like surface compositions for Eros. An LL-or L-chondrite-like surface composition is robustly consistent with our measurements, although an EL chondrite or other unusual meteorite type (e.g., Acapulcoite, Brachinite) cannot be entirely ruled out (see the Major Element Measurements section). Fortunately, the association of Eros with the LL and L chondrites is supported by prior analyses. Measurements of minor element (Cr, Mn, and Ni) abundances using XRS data produced values consistent with the L and LL chondrites. Lucey et al. (2002) and Clark et al. (2001) used MSI/NSI data sets to characterize the olivine content of the surface and found a best match to the LL chondrites. Similarly, McFadden et al. (2001) examined allowed clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene FeO contents and found a match to LL chondrites, although L chondrites were not strictly excluded. Izenberg et al. (2003) compared NIS-and MSI-derived spectral properties for Eros to those of the OCs, and found a match to the L and LL chondrites.
The aggregate of all NEAR geochemical investigations, and in particular our revised GRS Fe/Si and Fe/O measurements and the recognition that the reported XRS Fe/Si abundances are invalid, provides evidence that Eros has an elemental and mineralogical surface composition that is most consistent with the L and LL chondrites. This introduces the possibility the some of the L or LL chondrites originated from Eros; however, near-Earth asteroids like Eros are not particularly well placed for delivery of ejecta to Earth (e.g., Michel et al. 1999) . We suggest that it is more likely that Eros and the L or LL chondrites share a common parent body.
Parent Body of Eros
Eros' geophysical properties also provide constraints on its origin. The density and shape of Eros indicate that it is a consolidated object with an overlying layer of <100-m-thick regolith (Zuber et al. 2000) . There is no evidence that it was ever catastrophically disrupted or that it is a rubble pile (Wilkison et al. 2002) . The presence of planar fractures are interpreted to have been inherited from its parent, indicating that Eros is a largely intact fragment of a once larger object . Dynamical simulations indicate that the lifetime of the orbit of Eros is of order 50-100 Myr (Michel et al. 1998) , requiring that it migrated to its present location relatively recently. The likely source region is the Main Asteroid Belt. Bottke et al. (2000) modeled the delivery of near-Earth asteroids from the asteroid belt and found that the most consistent delivery mechanisms were the 3:1 mean motion resonance with Jupiter and the v 6 secular resonance with Saturn. Dynamical asteroid families located near these resonances are therefore possible sources of near-Earth asteroids like Eros. Zappala et al. (1997) suggested that the Maria dynamical asteroid family might be the source of the largest near-Earth asteroids, including Eros. The event that disrupted the Maria parent body is expected to have placed a significant number of large fragments into the 3:1 resonance, providing a plausible delivery mechanism. Furthermore, a spectral survey of Maria family members in the 5000-10,000 angstrom range was found to be similar to the corresponding spectrum for Eros (Zappala et al. 1997) . Another candidate is the Flora dynamical family, whose members have spectra consistent with the LL chondrites. This asteroid family is located in the inner part of the asteroid belt, near the v 6 resonance (Vernazza et al. 2008) . Dynamical simulations suggest that 40% of all near-Earth asteroids should be delivered via this resonance (Bottke et al. 2002) , also making it a probable source of OCs. Whatever the source, cosmic-ray exposure ages of the LL chondrites peak at~17 Ma, suggesting a possible date for the breakup of the LL chondrite parent body (Marti and Graf 1992) . Finally, the Gefion family has been proposed to be the parent body of the L chondrites (Nesvorny et al. 2009 ).
39 Ar shock ages suggest that the L chondrite parent body broke up 470 Myr (Haack et al. 1996; Korochantseva et al. 2007) , consistent with increased L chondrite meteorite influxes exhibited by fossil meteorites in Middle Ordovician deposits in Sweden dated to 467.3 AE 1.6 Ma (Schmitz et al. 2001) . The estimated olivine fraction for the Gefion family is 62-68% (Nesvorny et al. 2009 ), consistent with both the L chondrites and the NEAR MSI/NIS data sets .
Although there is no precise age determination for the surface of Eros, Clark et al. (2002) provide a very rough age of approximately 2 Gyr. Such an age is clearly inconsistent with the~17 Ma breakup age of the LL chondrite parent body, leaving the Maria and Gefion families as more likely candidates. However, it is also possible that Eros' parent body is neither asteroid family. Future efforts to identify the parent bodies of the L and LL chondrites may benefit from using the physical and chemical properties of Eros as constraints.
Surface Volatile Depletion
XRS measurements revealed that the sulfur content of the surface of Eros is depleted relative to the ordinary chondrites Nittler et al. 2001) . Trombka et al. (2000) proposed two possible explanations for this observation. The first is that the sulfur depletion could be due to limited partial melting of Eros or its parent body, followed by loss of the early S-rich melt. The second is that space-weathering processes have depleted the uppermost surface of volatile species like S Kracher and Sears 2005) while leaving the abundances of other rockforming elements unaltered. The depth sensitivity of the XRS S measurements is limited to <10 lm and thus cannot be used to evaluate the validity of either hypothesis.
The NEAR GRS measurements, which sample to depths of 10s of cm, provide insights into two additional volatiles species: hydrogen and potassium (K). Evans et al. (2001) reported a K abundance (700 ppm) that is consistent with the OCs. Our hydrogen abundance measurement of 1100 þ1600 À700 ppm is also consistent with the L and LL chondrites. Although S is more volatile than K, the lack of depletion in K suggests that the S depletion may simply be a surficial process that would not be reflected in the GRS measurements. This is consistent with the work of Kracher and Sears (2005) , who concluded that the S depletion was a surficial (depth <100 lm) phenomenon resulting from space weathering. This conclusion is also supported by the analysis of Foley et al. (2006) , who examined minor element abundances (Cr, Mn, and Ni), and concluded that Eros was never subject to partial melting.
The NEAR Landing Site
The final images acquired by NEAR suggest that the spacecraft landed in a ponded regolith deposit . Note that the landing site location has been reevaluated since Veverka et al. (2001) ; however, the properties of the new site are not substantially different than the previous solution (Barnouin et al. 2012) . That NEAR landed in an unusual landform raises the possibility that the GRS surface measurements are not representative of the mean surface composition of Eros. Ponds are smooth, flat deposits that have unambiguously distinct color properties that led Robinson et al. (2001) to suggest that they have either unique chemical or mechanical properties. Robinson et al. (2001) suggested that electrostatic migration may play a role in infilling ponds, and because such a mechanism has the potential to operate differently on metal versus silicate grains, Evans et al. (2001) cited this hypothesis as an explanation for the subchondritic Fe/O abundance they derived at the landing site.
Our revised analysis has corrected the GRS-derived Fe/O abundance, finding that the prior low value was likely due to incomplete removal of detector backgrounds. Our new result shows no evidence for metal depletion at the landing site. That our revised elemental measurements indicate an L-and LLchondrite-like surface composition, identical to conclusions drawn from global MSI/NIS and XRS measurements, indicates that the ponded regolith deposit sampled by the surface measurements does not have a distinct chemical composition relative to the mean surface. This suggests that the pond formation process does not segregate materials by composition (e.g., metal-to-silicate fractionation) and instead argues that the unique color properties of the ponds are due to mechanical properties like grain size or different stages of space weathering. These phenomena would manifest in the MSI/NIS spectra but would not be observed in the GRS measurements.
CONCLUSIONS
We have revisited the NEAR GRS and XRS measurements of the surface composition of 433 Eros. This analysis introduced improvements that were only possible with a new detector response model, as well as lessons learned from the analysis of MESSENGER XRS, GRS, and NS data sets. Specifically, the confirmation of the Fe/Si phase-angle effect for X-rays and measurements of altitude-dependent neutron fluxes for spacecraftmounted instruments were leveraged to improve the analysis of the NEAR data sets. Our results indicate that the surface of Eros has an L-or LL-chondrite-like surface composition, bringing for the first time agreement between all NEAR geochemical investigations. This also leads to the conclusion that the landing site, a ponded regolith deposit, is compositionally indistinguishable from the mean surface composition. This rules out pond formation hypotheses that result in compositionally distinct materials within the ponded regolith.
We have also carried out the first in situ measurement of the hydrogen concentration on an asteroid. The hydrogen content of the surface of Eros, 1100 þ1600 À700 ppm, is consistent with hydrogen concentrations in L-and LL-chondrite falls. Taken together with prior GRS-derived K abundances, we support the hypothesis that the S depletion observed by the XRS is a surficial process resulting from space weathering and not a bulk property of the asteroid. These results argue against S loss due to partial melting of Eros or its parent body, reaffirming Eros' nature as a primitive, undifferentiated solar system body.
